
Hello, We are Cue.
Your podcast 
specialists.
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Our Story

Cue.

Our creative expertise lies in crafting interview and 

narrative-based podcasts that listeners genuinely love. 

We take the story you want to tell and transform it into a 

series of beautifully curated and professionally produced 

episodes your audience simply needs to hear. 

We’re a podcast production 
company that specialises 
in giving brands a voice. 
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Born in 2021 out of the successful production arm of Podcast.co, we’ve been leaders 

in the world of online audio for more than a decade. And it shows. We’ve produced 

podcasts for brands of all shapes and sizes and worked with some of the biggest 

names in the world including Roc Nation, Samsung, VICE, Halifax, and more. 

From our beginnings in Manchester, we’ve evolved into a global company with 

studios and production partners around the world from the Netherlands to New 

York. And our growing team includes remarkably talented producers, writers, 

content marketing experts, and software developers - not just podcast editors.

Our Story

We work with you through the 
whole process - from briefing 
and concept development to 
production and promotion.
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Our Story

Our mission is simple:

To help brands speak to the right 
audiences in a voice that resonates, 
by making remarkable podcasts 
that cut through the noise. 
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What
We Do
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We make podcasts that 
give brands a voice. 

What We Do
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Think of us as your all-in-one creative partners, production experts, and 

promotion planners. Collaboration lies at the heart of every show we produce. 

We start by diving deep into your goals, audiences, and brand. And when we 

know exactly what you want to achieve, we develop a podcast that represents 

your unique creative expression, so it hooks the right listeners. 

Our job is to inspire and support you through the whole process - from branding 

and editing to marketing and distribution. Whether it’s in an interview or 

narrative-based format, we’ll turn the messages you want to communicate into 

content your audience needs to hear.

Podcasting is our thing. It’s what 
we do all day, every day. And 
we’ve mastered the art form.

Cue.

What We Do
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Our Story

Interview- 
Based 
Podcasts
Cut through the noise with 
compelling conversation & gold-
standard production. 

Interview shows continue to dominate the Apple Podcast charts. 

Audiences clearly love them. But only when they’re well-crafted.

That means if you want to be heard, you need to create something 

truly exceptional. Our interview-based podcasts set the gold-

standard on quality and rival the very best in the business.
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Our Story

Cue.

Narrative- 
Based 
Podcasts
Keep listeners hooked with binge-
worthy, story-driven episodes. 

Interview podcasts will always have their place. But in some cases it 

pays to go above and beyond the norm to get your message across. 

Our narrative-based podcasts feature cleverly scripted narration, 

immersive sound design, and insightful snippets from multiple 

interviews to piece together a cohesive and gripping story.
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We help you 
win the war 
for attention. 

Cue.

What We Do

Podcasting is evolving and maturing as a medium. Listeners have 

much higher standards than they did five years ago. And competition 

for their attention is at an all time high. The shows that win out today 

are those that are genuinely brilliant. So we specialise in working with 

brands who want great, not good. 
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We expand the 
capacity and 
capabilities of your 
marketing team. 

Cue.

What We Do

Your marketing team is maxed out already. They don’t have don’t have 

the time or expertise required to produce a podcast you can be proud 

of. We enable you to skip the learning curve and launch a podcast that 

resonates with your audience from day one. 
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We deliver 
results. 

What We Do

We’ve worked with some of the world’s biggest brands 

including Roc Nation, Samsung, VICE, and Halifax.

And our production quality speaks for itself. 
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We handle 
everything,
not just 
the editing. 

Cue.

What We Do

Creating a truly excellent branded podcast involves much 

more than a bit of audio editing. But that’s all you’re going 

to get if you go to a freelancer. We dig deeper into your 

goals, audience, and brand to produce content that fully 

aligns with your broader business goals. 
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How We’ll 
Create your 
Podcast
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Cue.

What We Do

01 Concept 
Collaboration
We collaborate with you to understand your 

audience, goals and brand to discover concepts 

and themes that cut through the noise and 

produce content that resonate with listeners.

• Audience research

• Format development 

• Business alignment 

• Episode content mapping

• Artwork creation 

• Sourcing hosts
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What We Do

02 World-Class 
Production
Whether in one of our recording studios, on-location, or 

through remote collaboration our producers’ obsession 

with quality ensures your voice is as clear as your message.

• Dedicated producer / project 

manager 

• Professional mixing & mastering 

• Studio bookings 

• Remote recordings 

• Sound design 

• Scripting

• Equipment 

• Podcast hosting training

• Recording technique training
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What We Do

03 Distribution 
& Promotion
We help grow your audience with a tailored 

marketing strategy across social, web content 

and email while serving your podcasts publicly or 

privately using our integrated hosting platform.

• Super-fast hosting network

• Secure private podcasts 

• Audiograms

• Visual branding

• Blog posts 

• Ad campaigns

• Podcast tours 
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What We Do

04 Insights
& Analytics 
Our podcast performance reports help you 

understand who your listeners are, where they’re 

based, and the episodes they enjoy most so you 

can double down on the things that work. 

• Podcast.co listener data

• Spotify listener data 

• Weekly report emails

• Competitor analysis
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Case
Studies
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Case Studies

Rocnation

Roc Nation Uses Podcasting to 
Take Fans “Behind the Music”

Rocnation

Established in 2008 by Jay-Z, Roc Nation originally started out as a record label. 

The brand then quickly evolved by moving into talent management, concert 

production, film, and TV. It now represents some of the most recognizable names 

in music including Rhianna, J. Cole, Meek Mill, Christina Aguilera, and more.
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Our storyCase Studies

Rocnation

The Brief
Give artists on the Roc Nation talent roster access to professional 

podcast production services and studio-quality equipment for recording 

remotely at home.

Produce music-focused podcasts that resonate with existing audiences, 

enabling fans to stay connected with their favourite artists while gigs 

and tours were cancelled.

Drive higher levels of engagement on artist’s social channels by posting 

eye-catching marketing material for each podcast episode.

Create and implement a launch plan for each podcast designed to 

maximise reach and impact on release.

Services Provided
• Concept Development

• Equipment provision

• Media Kit

• Recording & Editing

• Artwork & Branding

• Trailer Creation

• Show Notes

• Hosting & Distribution
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Case Studies

Rocnation

Click to view the full rocnation show reel on our website.
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Case Studies

Rocnation

250k+
Total Listens

100k+
Youtube Views

500k+
Social Media Impressions

400
5 Star Reviews

Maximising Reach 
Post-Launch
Cue worked alongside management and PR teams to plan a launch 

strategy for each podcast. Coordinated coverage in relevant industry 

publications promoted the shows to the right audiences upon release.

To make the most of this early attention, multiple episodes of each 

podcast went live on launch day. This allowed fans to binge-listen, and the 

subsequent spike in first-week download figures helped boost the position 

of each podcast in the Apple charts.
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Our story

Rocnation

Case Studies

The Podcasts

BeenDopeSpeaks Good For A Girl
Brooklyn-based rapper HDBeenDope takes fans behind 

the scenes of this 2020 BrokeNDreams album by 

speaking to those who helped bring the project to life. 

What themes was the album built on and how do they 

connect to people and influences in HD’s life?

Spiritbox vocalist Courtney highlights the challenges 

of being a woman working in music’s male-dominated 

metal scene. Through conversations with industry 

professionals, she examines the various forms of gender 

inequality they’ve experienced throughout their careers.  

Watch The Trailer Watch The Trailer
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Our story

Rocnation

Case Studies

The Podcasts

The First Ever Podcast The Sound Of Change
Jeremy, vocalist for Touché Amoré, explores the 

humble beginnings of all kinds of different artists - from 

actors and musicians to poets and photographers. 

How did their first experiences with their art form lead 

them to where they are today? 

Senses Fail frontman Buddy Neilsen speaks with 

musicians, producers, actors and more to uncover the 

personal stories they associate with the albums that 

formed soundtracks to pivotal eras in their lives. 

Watch The Trailer Watch The Trailer
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Case Studies

Stack World

The Stack World’s Podcast 
Outlines a New Vision for 
Childcare in the UK

Stack World

The Stack World is an online magazine and membership platform for women 

focused on entrepreneurship, culture, health, and beauty. It was founded 

by Sharmadean Reid MBE, whose mission is to create economic and social 

empowerment for women through technology and media.

Frustrated by her own experiences navigating the childcare system in the 

UK, Sharmadean wanted to shine a light on the issue and explore how it 

disproportionately affects women. So she reached out to award-winning 

journalist Alexandra Jones who writes about similar topics for The Guardian, 

Evening Standard, Elle, and more. 
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Our storyCase Studies

The Brief
A rich and thought-provoking narrative exposé series aimed at working 

mothers across the UK.

Create a platform for a wide variety of mothers and relevant experts 

to voice their unfiltered experiences and opinions on the current 

shortcomings of the UK childcare system.

Provide new mothers with advice, guidance, and support on how to 

navigate the challenges the childcare system presents.

Put forward an alternative vision for the future of childcare in the UK 

modelled on other countries with more effective and pragmatic policies 

in place.

Increase brand awareness by creating content that strongly resonates 

with The Stack World’s target audience.

Drive listeners to The Stack World website with the aim of converting to 

one of their paid memberships.

Services Provided
• Concept development

• Audio storyboarding

• High quality sound design

• Trailer production

• Accessible everywhere

• Engaging marketing material

• Detailed reporting
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Case Studies

Click to view the full interview with Alexandra Jones
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Case Studies

5
Editorial Consultations

10+hr
Recordings edited

20
Featured Interviews

4000+
Mothers inspired

A partner to 
transform vision 
into reality
While Sharmadean and Alexandra had an ambitious vision for the 

series, neither had any experience of podcast production. They knew 

they’d need outside help piecing together the story they wanted to 

tell from many different interviews. During an initial consultation call, 

the Podcast.co team quickly helped them refine their idea and map 

out a structure for the episodes.
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Our story

Stack World

Case Studies

“Working with a dedicated production partner made the whole 
process so much smoother. There were so many moving parts 

to this project, meaning less room for error. Cue took care of all 
the technical stuff and hand-held me through each stage of the 

process from start to finish.”

- Alexandra Jones
  Award-winning journalist - The Stack World
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Case Studies

Utopia Music Leads the Debate 
on Fairer Royalty Payments for 
Musicians and Artists.

Utopia Music

Utopia Music are shaking up an industry paralysed by outdated revenue models. 

While streaming has fundamentally altered how we consume music, royalty 

distribution hasn’t adjusted to support artists and creators. But the tide is 

beginning to turn.. 

Through modern technology, Utopia Music have developed a new ecosystem that 

delivers greater transparency and fairer pay for artists and rights holders. Their 

mission is to reshape the entire music industry so it benefits all participants, not 

just a select few. And they’re documenting that journey through their podcast. 
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Our storyCase Studies

The Brief
A music industry focused B2B podcast designed to spark conversation 

and shape the ongoing debate around what “fairness” looks like in 

royalty distribution.

Make podcasting part of Utopia Music’s long-term marketing strategy 

via time-saving production processes that can be easily sustained over 

multiple seasons.

Amplify the voices and perspectives of key stakeholders in the music 

industry including artists, writers, publishers, record labels, and 

technologists.

Create a go-to resource for music creators and publishers on best 

practices for increasing royalty revenues, decreasing costs, and 

accelerating payment cycles.

Services Provided
• Trailer production

• Remote recording

• Professional post-production

• Visual marketing material

• Distribution

• Transcribing and copywriting

• Detailed reporting
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Case Studies

Click to view the full interview with Kristian Louma
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Case Studies

30+
Conversations Produced

22+
Google keywords rank

88%
Episode Completion Rate

3
Season and Counting

A Multimedia 
Approach.
Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) is central to Utopia’s wider 

marketing strategy. So they wanted Fair Pay For Every Play to be fully-

integrated with their existing content. To achieve this, all episodes 

are converted into summary articles and posted to Utopia’s blog to 

drive additional listeners towards the full-length audio. In addition 

to written articles, two audiogram highlights are created for every 

episode and posted to Utopia’s socials to spark conversation and 

promote the podcast to a wider audience.
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Our storyCase Studies

“In the past, I’ve produced podcasts on my own without help 
and found it very difficult to juggle with other tasks. Working 

with Cue made life so much easier. We’re not professional 
podcasters. So it made sense to work with a production partner 

who already knows all the best practices.”

- Kristian Louma
  Chief Strategy Officer - Utopia Music
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What’s your story?

Thankyou.

If you have any questions or you’d like to schedule a video call to 
see first hand how Cue can work for you then get in touch!

David Wilkinson
Head of Partnerships
david@cuepodcasts.com

Niall Killeney-Taylor
Head of Production
niall@cuepodcasts.com
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